K&M International, Inc. - Wild Republic

This privately-owned company is committed to nature and conservation, producing the safest and highest quality toys for our customers, and creating a world filled with compassion, responsibility and understanding.

K & M International, Inc. d/b/a Wild Republic is the intellectual property rights owner, or licensee of trademarks including but not limited to the Wild Republic name, logo, products, and images. You may not copy, modify, distribute, transmit, display, reproduce, publish, or license any of Wild Republic’s intellectual property. Wild Republic regularly monitors listings across the internet, including auction sites, for unauthorized use of our intellectual property. Wild Republic will notify eBay of unauthorized use. Then, eBay will take action which may include the removal of the listing from eBay’s website.

“Wild Republic” counterfeit products on eBay

Wild Republic is aware that there are some counterfeit “Wild Republic” products on eBay. Some of the counterfeit products imitate the logo or packaging of genuine Wild Republic products, but are of poor quality and/or design. In some instances, sellers post pictures of genuine products, then send poorer quality counterfeit items. Wild Republic cannot guarantee the authenticity or quality of products purchased from unauthorized sellers on eBay. If you wish to purchase genuine Wild Republic products, please make your purchase through safe avenues such as our direct online shops and authorized retailers/resellers on- and off-line.

Message to Sellers on eBay

Wild Republic is committed to maintaining the integrity of our brand and to keep a level playing field for all of our customers. To this end, Wild Republic strictly enforces against third parties who have infringed our intellectual property rights, including copyrights, trademarks, and counterfeit products. Wild Republic closely monitors trademark infringement, such as counterfeit “Wild Republic” product sales on eBay through the use of the Verified Rights Owners (VeRO) program. Wild Republic addresses violations by taking any and all necessary steps to protect the Wild Republic brand reputation, which includes initiating civil/criminal proceedings against infringers.

About Wild Republic

Everyday millions of children around the world are inspired to learn and play through Wild Republic. Founded in 1979 as the family-owned and operated K&M International, Inc., the Wild Republic brand has grown into an internationally-recognized company, distributing nature-inspired stuffed animals and toys throughout the world. Based in Twinsburg, Ohio, Wild Republic has operations globally in Asia, Europe, Africa and North America, with retail distribution in mass, grocery, drug and specialty retailers. And, with over four decades
bringing innovative marketing and IT technology service solutions to the tourism channel, Wild Republic is the leading vendor partner with North America’s most prominent Zoos, Museums and Aquarium attractions.